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What do you like to Jo in
your free lime? I don 'l
mean sitting around
watching Oprah Winfrey
and smoking pot.
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Hales proposes Greek overhaul Hate Crimes Vigil
Heather Milum

made should come from within our community, we know it best and we are starting to formulate changes already."

Assistant News Editor
In a letter to Campus Council

Felix
Ferraro and
dated Oct 7, 1999, President Stan
Hales announced that he would like Catheline '00 implied that the IGC
would be willing to make several
all first year students to be prohibited from joining social organiza- ' changes in the rushing process in
order to make it easier on first years,
tions. The proposal, which was dissince Hales' concern seems to be
meetcussed at this week's council
ing, implies that sophomores may that first years are hurried through
be more knowledgeable about their the system without truly understandoptions and therefore better ing the choices available to them.
Director of Student Activities Bob
equipped to deal with issues faced
Rodda,
however, described the three
by new Greeks, including time man
agement and alcohol use. Clubs and month long rush process as being
sections alike rallied in opposition elongated specifically to prevent
such hasty decisions. "The College
to the President's plan at the meeting, and forced Council to meet in a has resisted a compressed rushing
process over the years... they want
lecture hall big enough to accomgive people here the chance to
to
present.
modate all of the students
make an informed decision," he
Adrienne Ferraro 00,
said. Whether or not Hales proof the IGC, addressed the asposal was designed solely to give
sembled crowd with the Greek position; "We're here to show that we first years more adjustment time is
have the same concerns as unclear, as he may have also been
we as a group oeueve mai attempting to curb underage drink4you...dui
.
t
ing or hazing. Council members and
'1
uus cnange' wouia
noi oe a positive
Greeks alike were baffled by his
one. In. fact, it would effectively
motives for suggesting such a dras-ti- c
eliminate one existing organizachange in the social organization
stated"Any changes
tion," she
co-presid-
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structure. Ferraro, when asked if
she felt that Hales' proposal would
solve the problem, replied "What
exactly is the President's problem?
Is it alcohol or new member education or what?" No clear answer was
given to her, but widespread head
nodding echoed her sentiments; no
one seemed quite sure where the
proposal had come from or why, although Council Chair Jen Sorrells
'01 reported that his "basic stance
is that this policy has worked at
other schools."
Regardless of what Hales' true
intentions were, response to his proposal from the group assembled was
decidedly negative. "I don't know
how wise a decision this will be,"
Courtney White '00, member-at-largsaid. " The last thing this college aeeds to be doing is cutting
down on the freedoms of its students," he added. Julia Wilson'01,
was equally
also a member-at-larg-
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concerned with the apparent
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fringement on student indepen
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please see COUNCIL,
page 2

GLBTA Jeans Day declared success
Faculty votes to extend health benefits to gay partners
AiitsoN Rogers

current sexual issues.
The GLBTA is a campus-wid- e
organization of approximately 20
members that serves as a support
group for individuals with alternative lifestyles. Their goal is to promote and work toward establishing
coma respectful and
munity which is accepting of such
individuals. The group also educates its members on acceptance of
self and others, as well as how to
act as an ally. Vice president Eric
Collins '02 says, "The group is not
here to threaten the general public,
but instead functions as a welcoming place of unconditional acceptance and reassurance."
Collins called jeans day an overall success. He said that "as a transfer student in my first year at
Wooster, I was pleasantly suprised.

Staff Writer
Many may have noticed multicolored banners and signs posted across
campus advertising a "jeans day" in
t
support of the gay community.
Monday, the GLBTA (Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender
Alliance) hosted an informative day
of activities in accordance with National Coming Out Day, which is
also Oct. 1 1 . In addition to the manner of dress, the GLBTA manned
tables in Lowry, presenting various
pamphlets and general information
concerning the HRC (Human Rights
This-pas-

Campaign).

open-mind-

Members of the

GLBTA were available to answer
questions about gay rights and viewpoints, as well as to inform students
and faculty about their stance on

Happy Hour is from

5--

9

faculty members, regardless of
sexual preference and lifestyle.
Since the state of Ohio prohibits
same-se- x
marriages, gay and lesbian
partners were previously excluded.
Benefits were only extended to
spouses and family of College fac-

--

shown at 8 p.m. on Saturday
in Mateer Auditorium.
Next Monday, Alan Geyer, resident theologian, will be speaking on
Nations" in
"A World of
McGaw Chapel at 7:30 p.m.
Dis-Unit- ed

Comedian Owen Smith will
perform in the Underground at 10
p.m. on Thursday.

'

'

Unit iJfRi?

Last Tuesday at 11 a.m. students and members of the community
met in a Peace Vigil Against Hate Crimes sponsored by Peace by
Peace. The communal liturgy featured readings from multiple faith
traditions on peace, justice and the sanctity of human life. The
celebration ended with a candlelighting ceremony and an
affirmation of unity and committment to personal and corporate
"healing and...transformation."
Last spring the College and the
faculty argued the difference becomtween marriage and long-termitted relationships. Chair of the
Conference Committee and Professor of Business Economics John
Sell stated the majority opinion:
m,

please see GLBTA,
page 2
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On Saturday, there will
a reception with faculty
'and administration in the
Lowry center lounge from 1 p.m.
Next Thursday, the Forum series will continue with Thomas P.
Banchoff from Brown University,
who will speak on "Fourth Dimension: From Flatland to Internet"
in McGaw at 7:30 p.m.
J be

Parents'. Weekend is from this
Friday Oct.

photo by Amelia Kays

"

:

ulty.

"Elizabeth" will be

p.m.

on Friday and will feature the Pip- ers, Highland dancers and drum
mers.
"Alice's Restaurant" will be
shown on Friday at 7:30 p.m. in
Mateer Auditorium.
The musical group The Word
will be performing in McGaw
Chapel at 8 p.m. on Friday. ;

ed

However, the group has a long way
to go to reach its goals." Collins
mentioned that he received positive
verbal feedback from students and
faculty, in addition to the obvious
show of support through wearing
jeans.
However, a response to sexual
minorities from faculty members is
nothing new. Last year. The College
of Wooster's Conference Committee addressed a proposition which
would extend health benefits and
coverage to domestic partners of

through Sunday Oct.

17.

There will be a President's Reception featuring the Scot Pipe Band and
dancers on the lawn of the President's
house on Saturday from 5 p.m..
4--

9--
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Lowry Report.. .p. 2
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Let' Dance: Wooster'i
newest swinger's club...p. 6
"Something's Afoot"...p. 8

Football finally beats
Allegheny... p.
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There will be a facuity-at-- j
large lecture on Tuesday from II
:30 a.m. by Nick Kardulias in
the Gault Recital Hall.
There will be departmental
open houses on Saturday. Details;
can be found at the registration
table.
Faculty presentations will run
1

1

from

1

1

a.m.

--

12 p.m. on Saturday.

j
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Lowry
Labor shortage stymies
options approved
.but menu changes, kosher and halaal
Hannalori Bates

Campus Crime
caught fire at about
On Wednesday, Oct 6, the late lunch
life or property.
loss
without
of
extinguished
1 :30 pm. The fire was
On the evenings of Friday, Oct. 7 and Saturday, Oct. 8, the following were reported: a delivery van hit a parked student car at the PEC; an
incident of marijuana abuse in the Armington basement; 1 1 alcohol tickets were issued in Armington; six alcohol tickets were issued in Bissman,
and an unidentified student was taken to the emergency room after ingesting 22 shots of vodka. A party coordinator was also reported serv-in- g
underage students directly from the tap in Armington.
On the evening of Tuesday, Oct.. 12, an unidentified man was reported making lewd comments to a student in the Ebert parking lot
compiled by Christy Gallagher

Staff Writer

stir-fr- y

Returning students have probably

kosher entree, more variety in the

dishes offered and

hand-carve-

d

meat every Sunday evening.
Menus had not been rewritten for
the past lOyears. Now, the menu is
on a 35 day rotational basis. There
might be a repetition of certain entrees, but there are always different "
combinations. Misty Martinez 02
remarked, "Part of what is so bad Behind the scenes in the Lowry kitchens.
about Lowry is that it is so repetitive. Just that they have new choices
Lowry worker Angela Beggs '03
makes it better." Each lunch or dincommented, "It's hard work. It's
ner meal consists of a sandwich,
very demanding . You have to be on
casserole, chicken and a vegan option.
your feet all of time."
Several of the new choices were sugThe majority of Dining Services'
e
adult workgested directly by the students. The employees are
food show that took place last spring
ers. In an effort to recruit more workallowed students to give comments on
ers, management has contacted local
dishes that they liked the best t.
high schools and placed an advertiseJohn Wagenhals, service manager ment in the "Daily Record." Workfor Lowry, said he "sees changes in ers can start out at $5.75 an hour, and
the fact that we cater more to the they receive a free meal during their
special needs of students."
shift
d
For example, the kosher hot dog
Wagers concluded that
is being offered twice a week. Soon,
ice cream isn't an option
management hopes to offer more right now." However, relief manvariety for Jewish and Muslim stuager Scott Howell reassured the
dents such as pastrami and corned Voice that "we're keeping all options
beef. Dining Services Director open." He did point out that there
Chuck Wagers said that he was unaware of the number of students
forced to became vegetarian due to
the fact that the meat was

a

--

1

Corrections
'

A headline on page 8 of the Thursday, September 23 Features
section incorrectly referred to the McLeod plaid as a McCloud plaid.
An editor erred.
As journalism is a human process, there is a constant potential for
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in
editing, or printing. The Voice staff strives to avoid such mistakes, but
when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it and promptly
correct it. This space exists for that purpose.
news-gatherin-

- T

noticed a few changes around
Lowry this year - the addition of a

g,

1

are currently seven different specialty ice cream varieties available.
e
There is also talk of getting a
ice cream machine. However,
that would require adding another
220 V of electricity to the cafeteria's
electrical consumption a condition
that would require the installation
of extra wiring.
Overall, the management believes
that students seem to be satisfied
with the changeS.'gers'"pointed
out that there has been "no complaining, so everything musrbe
OK." However, the management
staff says that it is still interested in
soft-serv-

part-tim-

,

report errors, or register ft complaint, please call the, Voice office at
or email us at
or
,
voicewooster.edu.
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"hand-dippe-

Council
continued rom Page
:

dence,'.'."-Thi-

s

1

letter;.. almost

.

frightens me. It deals with the time
management of first years, which is
already handled by campus services
such as Hygeia. It feels as though
they're trying to steer first years
down a path because they're not
capable of dojng it for themselves."
Other Council members were simply concerned that the exclusion of
first years would be detrimental to
the entire Greek system and its positive effects; "The bonds fprmed
within clubs and sections provide
some of the closest friendships on
this campus. . .joining a Greek group
gave me and others more opportunities to become involved in other
activities throughout the campus
community," IGC representative

GLBTA

continued from page

1

"The College of Wooster should
be concerned with the search for the

best faculty and not concern itself
with an individual's sexual preference." The debate resulted in a

unanimous vote supporting the
policy revision.
Although the GLBTA follows
current national issues such as the
fight for equal rights in the workplace, its focus continues to lie
within the Wooster campus. Collins
said that "we try to advocate begia-- i

t

David Lohr '01 said.
Debate concerning the proposal
spanned almost the entire meeting,
which forced Council to end their
discussion rather abruptly. Council
nearly unanimously agreed, however, that while they would continue
a dialogue on possible helpful
changes to the Greek system in the
future, they would disregard the
President's suggestion for the time
being. Sorrells promised Council
that she would attempt to clarify
Hales' position by meeting with him
again, and she hoped to return with
a better understanding of what goals
he is trying to meet by eliminating
first years from the rush process.
Until then, the proposal remains
"something of a red herring," as
White said at the meeting's end.

ning at the bottom and working upward, for how can progress be made
if the foundation is unstable or at
odds? The GLBTA continues to
work toward making the College a
safer place by extinguishing the ignorance, fear and harassment which
surrounds the gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender community."
Future goals of the GLBTA include an ongoing education of gay
rights and practices for themselves
and the surrounding heterosexual
community, as well as a reopening
.
of the GLBTA safe house. .
1

1
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non-koshe-
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students' opinions.

Howellre-queste- d

that students "please fill out
r
a comment card."

Soup and Bread gratefully
acknowledges bur sponsors

Muslim student Ateesha
Mohamed '00 stated that it was difficult to get used to being vegetarian when she first came to the College. Mohamed pointed out that students do not only have to worry
about avoiding meat. For example,
Lowry fries are made with beef fat or
vegetable fat. However, the food label is not clear whether beef or vegetable oil was used in the preparation
of the fries. But this should change
soon. Mohamed remarked, "I think
it's a big improvement to get a halaal
meal at least Once a week."
So, all these changes are great.
d
ice
But where's the
cream?! Unfortunately, at this time
there is a labor shortage. A complete dinner shift (including the ice
cream scooper) requires 22 people.
But right now only 19 workers may
be scheduled on a typical night.
Three of those workers could be
under 16, which means that they
cannot work past 7 p.m. According
to Wagers, finding workers has been
a continuing problem over the past
t,
10 years.
AppleBee's
and Tumbleweed compete for workers. Wooster dining services used
to employ about 250 college students, as opposed to the 20 students
that presently work for the depart- -

photo by Karl Haddkland
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These organizations helped to make Soup
and Bread a success. Thank you!
Archaeology Student
Colloquium
Circle K International
Delta Phi Alpha
Dene House
Douglass Hall Science and
Humanities Program
Dream House
Epsilon Kappa Omicron
Eta Sigma Phi
GLBTA
Kate House
Habitat for Humanity

Interfaith Housing
Love is Ageless
Myers House
Peace by Peace
Phi Sigma Alpha
Pi Kappa
Pueblo de Esperanza ,
Sisters in Spirit
Wayne County
Children's Services
Women's Resource Center
Wooster Christian Fellowship
YMCA"
.

-

Good Weekly Income
Processing mail for nation company! Free ;
supplies, postage! No Selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately Genuine opportunity!
Please rush long self addressed stamped envelope to:
Hollywood, Florida 330032 GMCO, RO. Box 0,
v
yy:22-074-
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Special Report: Administration, student investments
Naomi Kresge
News Editor
When Vice President of Finance
and Business Robert Walton talks
about investing the Endowment and
Life Income Funds, he calls them
the College's nest egg for future
generations of students. The fund
high of $202.9
reached an
million this August, with $5.4 million in new gifts during the first half
of this fiscal year.
A trustee Investment Committee
dictates a general direction for the
investment of the fund, and six professional fund managers are paid to
buy and trade common stock, fixed
all-ti-

me

income treasury bills and bonds in
the College's name. About two percent of the fund is placed in more
risky venture capital and real estate,
while the majority of the investments rest n what Walton called
"essentially,j ver 'ar8e American-base- d
companies."
Walton cited fears about the current bull market and said that the
investment committee tries to balance gain and risk and "feels a sense
of responsibility to make sure that
current and future generations of
students are not put in jeopardy by
some exotic investment strategy." At
1 9.2 percent, the College's return for
the last fiscal year was 1 .2 percent

Big tickets in the investment fund:
Chase Manhattan Corp. '
Dow Chemical Co.
America Online Inc.
Microsoft, Inc.
Time Warner, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc..
Intel Corp.
rt
Stores, Inc.
Rubbermaid, Inc.

$2,016,400
$1,740,180
$217,175
-- $1,331,405
$496,504
-- $1,918,750
-- $1,185,152
---

--

.

$936437
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$1,506,485

A:.,.,..,.,

t

above the national average.
Current
investments
include Chase Manhattan Bank;
Compaq Computer Corp.; Pfizer,
Inc.; Rubbermaid, Inc.; New York
big-tick-

et

Times Co.; General Electric;
Gillette Co. and J.M. Smucker Co.
Interestingly enough, none of the
College's funds lie in Apple Computer.

While the students of the Jenny
Investment Club also invest in the
stock market, their focus is a bit different. The group was started in the
'50s with an core capital consisting
of the fines paid by students who
skipped mandatory chapel.
Hans Jenny decided to let
students invest the fines, and the
Jenny Investment Club was born.
According to club president Sridhar
Chandramouli '00, "We started off
with a few hundred bucks in church
fines; now it's close to half a million dollars."
The club works with real money
and manages two separate funds.
The first is a smaller fund which the
group has entered in national competition with other college invest- Then-preside-

nt

PHOTO BY BhN SPIBLOENNKR

The Jenny Investment club during their Wed. meeting.

ment clubs. This fund currently consists mostly of technology-base- d
stocks and has garnered a return of
1 8.5 percent so far this year. The students use second fund, about five
times larger, to "practice," said
Chandramouli. The group makes
more transactions with this fund and
patterns it more after a traditional
mutual fund. It brought a return of
10.7 percent this year.
Chandramouli said that the group
doesn't fit into any investment
category our investment strategy
never stays constant" However, be
also added that members tend to fa-

-

vor more

well-know-

n

stocks.

"People are going to vote for something they've heard of," he said. "If
they haven't heard of it they usually vote against it."
Walton called the student investment group a "unique experience"
which helps students gain "practie
experience on bow to
cal,
manage investments" and engage in
conversation "very similar to the
kind of discussion we have at board
of trustees committee meetings."
Chandramouli bad a similarly
high opinion of the administrative
efforts. He noted that Walton
"comes to our meetings once in a
while and gives us good advice."
real-tim-

instant recall.
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The Clothesline Project, a display educating viewers about
violence, was in Lowry last Sunday, Oct. 10 and Monday, Oct. 11.
Victims of domestic violence were asked to join the effort by
shirts of their own to put on display.

HiM MWMrAI

Viewpoints
New McCoys Old lab request
Those of us who have recently ventured into the depths
of Andrews library emerge a bit merrier. And it s not because we've been fornicating in the stacks.
j4ow even those of us who are not Joe Pervert have a
reason to hang out on L2L So what's the attraction? The
new McCoy computer lab! Home to 20 new iMacs, plush
carpeting and comfortable seating, this lab grants, beyond
expectations, our simple, yet fervent request: the resources
for bo researching arid writing are under a single roof.
Finally.
try feverishly to
Yes, gone are the days when
open their Microsoft Word documents on library computers to no avail. No longer must students check out research
materials and lug them in armloads back to their dorm only
to discover that the only two public computers are booked.
Residents of small houses and off campus houseware not
required to trek to the remote labs of Taylor just to type up
some measly
It makes so much sense... it's taken so long. Thank you,
thank you for finally taking a practical need and following
through with substantial results.
first-yea- rs

--

one-pag-

er.

10-10-CAN'TCALLHOME

"We're sorry. All circuits are busy now. Please try again
later. We're sorry. All circuits are busy now. Please try
again later." This is what most family and friends calling
are greeted with on a daily basis. It often
from
takes two or three tries to get through; some people give
up, and the call is missed completely. Who knows what
we're missing out on because of faulty phone lines. Maybe
mom is calling to see if we need money. Or maybe a peremployer is trying to offer you the
spective
opportunity of a lifetime. Whatever the case may be, the
only thing we get is frustration and annoyance.
Speaking the phone system on campus, what is the deal
with the new phone plan? It's been over two months since
we all began using our new "16 cents a minute all day every day" plan, and we have yet to see our phone bills. Don't
get us wrong, we would rather NOT see them. But three
months worth of phone calls can really pile up, and we'd
rather receive more manageable monthly bills." Perhaps the
problem lies in the fact that no one has been informed of
their account number, if such a thing even exists. Maybe
someone should look into our phone problems before all
lines of communication to the outside world are cut oft.
And while they're at it, waive the first phone bill for our
- '
troubles. .
.
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Letter: Clothesline opens eyes, hearts
To the

Editor

The Women's Resource Center
(WRC) would like to thank the following: volunteers who staffed the
Clothesline Project Display; WRC
members; volunteers and board
members of Every Woman's House
of Wayne and Holmes Counties;
The Ohio Coalition on Sexual Assault; Lowry Center Director's office, with special thanks to Santha
Schuch and Steve Plant; visitors to
the display; and supporters of Domestic Violence Awareness Month
activities in the greater Wooster area.
The Clothesline Project visited
The College of Wooster Sunday,
in the
Oct. 0 and Monday, Oct.
Lowry Student Center. It is part of
a statewide and nationwide display
that bears witness to the violence
against women by portraying their
stories and experiences on shirts that
are made at display sites. The shirts,
hung on a clothesline, are symbolic
of women's work in the home the
and
most common place of abuse
convey a powerful message of pain,
anger, strength and survival.
Reflection about the display: sto
1 1

1

ries and individual victimssurvivors of domestic violence, sexual
assaultrape, sexual harassment, incest, abuse, and hate crimes, then,
serves as a useful tool to distinguish
betweeh the acceptable and unacceptable ways in which human beings interact with one another. Domestic Violence and Rape Awareness displays and programs often
teach us to hold in reverent esteem
the lives of women (and men) who

...Assumptions perpetuate

me undeserved and unjust. To only
give respect to women's experience
is not enough. Always reacting to
the event assumes that the violence
is inevitable; our only choice is to
share our encounters with it. Such
assumptions perpetuate the silence
about abuse and rationalize acceptance of its presence. We need to
add to the times we react and give
honor to our experiences with discussion of our abhorrence of it.
Not all of
our delithe silence

about abuse and rationalize acceptance of
its presence.

berations

about
abuse
should
re-

are traumatized by violence; they
teach us to honor a "breaking of silence" and the release of shame
women carry with them as survivors.
I value the importance of my ex-

periences and honor the lives and
stories of those who struggle each
day to find self worth because
people they knew or people they
loved abused them.
More importantly, I value the significance of my own life enough to
consider inhumane actions against

volve around the victims who live
with it; our considerations must also
be for its elimination.
Truly surviving domestic violence and abuse as a culture and as
Individuals must not only be about
reacting to abuse and violence. It
must be about giving up our allowance for it and passiveness toward
it as fellow living beings.
Carmen J. Hotvedt
Facilitator, WRC

Letter: Hushing the Hare Krishnas
Everyone knows Pastor Jim, that
fixture of fanatic religiosity that
tends to show up once or twice a
semester. I'm sure that each of us
has been called a fornicator at least
,
once while

passing
him

and

were stopping students on sidewalks
outside, asking for donations in return for books on their spiritual beliefs. Leaving Lowry at around
3:30, 1 saw and heard a staff mem- -

.l.
tne aevotees reauy mat ooinersume
or threatening? I would like to think

Were

his wife on otherwise....
the way to
Lowry
class or to
or to lunch. People get a kick out
of him; it's funny that a person so
serious about making sure we "get
religion" says such outrageous
things. It's easy to ignore him, after all. However, have we ever seen
Pastor Jim get asked to leave campus by Security?
On Monday, several devotees of
Krishna Consciousness (more com
monly known as "Hare Krishnas' )

ber call Campus Security, describing the Hare Krishnas' physical appearance. I instantly assumed they
would be asked to leave, so I set out
to talk to them. As I waited for one
of them to finish talking to one student, I saw that a Security officer
was talking to one of the devotees.
Seconds later, I saw the devotee
wave the others over and was
proven right in my assumption.
Were the devotees really that

bothersome or threatening? I would
like to believe otherwise, but it
seems as though the Security officer
made no effort whatsoever to ask
them to restrict their activity to the
sidewalk. Eventually, I did catch up
with one of the devotees and he did
indeed say that they were asked to
leave. As they crawled into their
van, I became livid with rage. The
devotees are kind and don't call you
a whore while pointing at you.
Some of Pastor Jim's statements
were completely offensive to me,
but freedom of speech and religion
let him get away with it. Shouldn't
we let other humans, despite their
difference in religion, have the same
rights, or should we regard them as
freaks because they have funny haircuts under ratty baseball caps?
Mark Matienzo '01

Letter: Rebuttal of the bubble
amenities that you seem to think are
Dear Girl in the Plastic Bubble:
your right. I do not own a television.
We all live in bubbles. Ideally,
If I did, I would also have to spend
each of us does not peer longingly
into the bubbles of others. Instead, 30 dollars or more for the distracwe consider how to enhance and tion and inefficiency of cable. I lis- .
.
expand our own magnificent at- - T . .
not.
Living in the pastoral
mospheres.
Living in the pastoral and not always balmy Wooster is not
always balmy Wooster is not a sentence
being Uniformed.
sentence to oeing uniniormeu.
ten to the radio and read newspaYou have the same options available that I have as a graduate. In pers when I have time. The
fact, you are luckier; educated Internet is still a luxury by my
people in an academic frame of standards, but one I would invest
in before television. The only
mind surround you. You can inthing that I see you are missing is
form each other.
I graduated from The College of the pampering provided, by your,
Wooster. I do not have all of the parents.

and

of

a

The world is too vast, fast and
complicated for anyone to keep up
with everything. I commend your
concern for lack of awareness. My
suggestion is to use your free will
and choose what is important to
you. Then take responsibility for
the knowledge you desire.
It is a waste of public space to
blame your lack of amenities and
information on the College. I hope
that next time you will see fit to
use the Viewpoints forum as a way
to expand Wooster V bubble, not
whine about it.
i

Adrianne Zofqhak '97
Akron, fcJhlo
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Dot'f rass wfz my Levi's
Leila Atassi
Ah yes. It was going to be one of
n
days. My favorthose
ite sweatshirt, the old brown
boots.... and my worn-i- n Levi's. I
threw the mirror a glance. I was
tired but content and comfortable,
and on this particular day, my jeans
were overtly supporting gay rights
without my knowledge. '
Why jeans? How were jeans chosen as the sole symbol of gay rights
support on National Coming Out
Day? Jeans are the staple article of
clothing for nearly every member of
the campus community, but on
Monday, they told the world that
their wearers were responsible for
making a profound and seri6us social statement. I understand that
many defend the tradition by arguing that those who are gay must live
their lives in constant consciousness
of the societal implications of their
lifestyle, and thus, we should all
spend a day with the burden of that
consciousness.
I will be the first to admit that I
could never begin to understand the
difficulties of living a homosexual
lifestyle, under the unrelenting scrutiny of the social magnifying glass.
However, many students went about
their usual Monday schedules, clad
in their best denim, unaware of the
statement that their wardrobes were
expressing.
One well known gay rights activist on campus once said that National Coming Out Day was when
dress-dow-

,

Stan slams rush policy at Council

tain a better understanding about life
on campus beforehand.
Council is the organization that
meets weekly to discuss these sorts
Dr. Stanton Hales has done an
of issues and to discuss possible
excellent job so far this year running
policy changes to fix problems they
Galpin Hall and performing all the
observe on campus, with the asduties presidents of colleges are supsumption that changes it proposes
will be acted upon. The student repposed to do. But, I must say Hales
resentatives to Council are typically
is much better at keeping Galpin
the ones who recognize problems
running smoothly than he is at proand bring them to the at
posing policy changes to
tention of Council. The
the Scot's Key as is evi, on the other hand, believe that by the
problem with Council is
dent by his most recent
oneys
the not that it does not work
proposal to Campus second semester
hard or have good ideas.
Council. He should College, student is well aware
his
The problem is systemic
leave the policy making
can make
options on campus
and lies in the fact that
to Council, the organizaclub
no one takes Council se
tion that was formed mature, adult decision to
riously. The Vice Presisolely for that purpose.
section he she so pleases.
dent of Academic Affairs
The recent proposed
change to the Scot's Key by Dr. pus and can make a mature, adult and the Dean of Students both send
Hales would "delay new member decision to join a club or section if representatives to the meetings instead of going themselves; faculty
education until the beginning of the he or she so pleases.
Hales claimed that, 'Too often, members are rotated on a
second semester of the sophomore
students are too new and basis (but often rotate yearly); stuof year." I understand that Hales has first-yegood intentions when making this inexperienced at the College to dents rarely stay on for more than
make the choice that will be best for two years. But it is my contention
Viewpoints .
their four years at Wooster..." Dr. that Council does perform its job.
Fortunately for the campus commuHales offers no statistics or exSubmission Policy
amples to back his rationale, instead nity. Inner Greek Council has actuV Letters are limited to 500
ally done something useful this year
he said his proposal was "an apwords and must be submitted by
and assembled the clubs and secat a numsuccessfully
taken
proach
Monday at 4:30. Letters can be
to form an organized protest
tions
ber of institutions."
submitted on disk to Box C-- 3 1 87
the proposal at Tuesday's
against
Key,
the
Scot's
to
According
to:
or
via : email
Council is the only organization that Council meeting.
"voiceacs.wooster.edu
Hales' proposal was met, by the
"shall join in its membership adminV If you are interested in subistration, faculty, and students to vast majority of Council members,
mitting a column, story ideas must
legislate in the areas of student life with a slew of opposition.
be approved by the Editorial
If Hales wants to get involved
and extracurricular affairs and to
Board by Monday at 4:30. Please
issue advisory opinions and make with student issues, he should go to
contact Leila Atassi (x4442) or
recommendations to the President of the Campus Council meetings evKaren Auble (x3433)for more inthe College, the Board of trustees ery Tuesday morning at 11.
formation.
and other organizations." This is not
to say that the president should not
V Submissions will be edited
Ryan Dansak is the Sports
make suggestions from time to time,
for length, grammar and
ascer
Editor
should
does,
he
of The Wooster Voice.
he
when
but
'
cheesiness, r

Ryan Dansak

her

suggestion, but his proposal is premature and unfounded. He said his
"...personal observation is that joining a section or club in the first year
is seldom in the best interest of the
individual, the group, or the community."
I, on the other hand, believe that
by the second semester of one's first
year at the College, a student is well
aware of his or her options on cam- -
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first year at

and
join a
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Leila Atassi is the Viewpoints
Editor of The Wooster Voice.

sexuality, or any social stigma, unless we are personally implicated.
We have categories and distinctions
If you really want to exhibit your and assumptions about who fits
g
proanti-ga- y
or even rerights views, wear a where.
behavior, for exa
green
triangle,
motely
a
effeminate
Wear
pink
button.
ample, are reason enough to point a
clover, blue diamond yellow horseshoe... whatever. Because jeans, it discriminatory finger. Is it really
is true, do not prove anyone to be a such an insult that, once a yew on
gay rights supporter, a homophobic Jeans Day, the sexual majority of us
either. This is especially true for are vulnerable to such distinctions
those among us who always wear too?
Jeans or pants, for one day, you're
jeans or never wear jeans, read postperceived as something or another
ers or do laundry.
Regardless of a your stance on thing. And that's a frustrating place
sexuality, regardless of whether you to be put. The Jeans Day Persecuwore anytions begin and are taken to exwore jeans or khakis
thing representative of your stance tremes towards innocents by people
Jeans Day does have a point. of both supporter and antagonist
positions. Each side defines and
And it's effective, I think, at making its point. Taken as I think it excludes based on some minor deshould be, Jeans Day is not about fining characteristic.
But don't attack the wrong object;
making enemies, starting witchthis is not a phenomenon of Jeans
hunts or forcing any particular viewpoint. It is not meant for us to form Day. It's a problem any day.
underdeveloped, negative judgeKaren Auble is the Asst.
ments about our friends or classViewpoints Editor of The Wooster
mates or professors. It is meant to
Voice and appreciates the checzy
help us think a bit.
recognition that she is "not an
It is unfortunate that we tend to
animal..."
dismiss or ignore issues of homo-Cross-dressin-

rly

.'t'r

rights of gay individuals, I cannot
bring myself to express them on
National Coming Out Day. It's just
not in my jeans.

Karen Auble

ar

I't

ever, when there are those who wear
their jeans in full support of the
cause, mingled with those who wear
jeans unconscious of their implication and with those who would love
to show their support Nt unknowingly wore khakis on Monday, the
purpose is suddenly clouded and the
symbolism becomes arbitrary.
I mean my words as no disservice
to National Coming Out Day or to
the solid foundation established by
the GLBTA. I only suggest that the
supporters be given the opportunity
to express themselves through more
obvious means, such as tee shirts,
pins or even a rally. We attend a
comparatively liberal college and
are surrounded by open minds and
lifestyles. No one is "the enemy."
If you believe so, than you are only
stunting the power of your message.
It is unfortunate to think that I am
a gay rights advocate and dont feel
comfortable expressing it by wearing an article of clothing, that I could
have mistakenly worn if I were not
a supporter.
In a way, it feels like trickery. It
is creating an animosity that should
not exist. So despite my personal
opinions on issues pertinent to the

Looking beyond the Levi's

or
a
or

tri-yea-

we could finally "find out who the
enemy is." A little extreme, a little
militant but OK; point taken. How-

.
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Wooster 's own swingers' club
"
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Let s Dance offers dance practice, lessons to students

s

...

David Lohr

,v

.

Features Editor

What started out as a small group
of friends interested in swing dancing has turned into a campus-wid- e
craze. "Last year, I talked to my
friends at other schools, and they
had programs to learn to swing
dance. I thought we should have
Dana
one here," said
Co-Presid-
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swing dancing for the first two

--

photo by Erin
Swing.

Kollar

meetings, they plan on introducing
other steps as well. During the first
hour of the meetings, students receive instruction on a dance, taught
by other students. Swingers learn a

Lecture z
Circuit

Prosecutor in OKC bombing speaks on legal ethics
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James Orenstein, who was part of the prosecution team for the Oklahoma City bombing case, as
well as the John Gotti trial, spoke at Lean Lecture
Hall on Monday as part of the Philosophy
Advising Program.
Orenstein spoke on the ethics of a trial lawyer,
focusing on "Ethical Issues for the Prosecutor: From
New York to Oklahoma City."
Speaking of his role as prosecutor he said, "We,
the prosecution, have a tremendous advantage.
Most of the time we are right."
Orenstein is currently the Associate Deputy Attorney General in the United States Department of
Justice.
Pre-La- w
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photo by Amelia Kays
James Orenstein appeared at Lean Lecture Hall Monday.

"It's different ... It's
not your typical music.
It's not your typical
dance. It's just not your
typical Friday night. "

two meetings. "The number of

-

practice the Six Count East Coast

,

nts

people who signed up at Scot Spirit
Day didn't surprise me," said
McLaughlin, "But the number of
people who showed up at our first
meeting did. We had a really good
turnout."
The name "Let's Dance" came
from an old jazz song with the same
title. While they have focused on

I

Swing dancers

"Let's Dance,"

founded this year by
Erik McLaughlin '01 and Schrum,
has almost 175 members after only

v-

'
-

"

1

Schrum '02.

-

.

ent

step, and once all participants get it,
the next step is taught. Eventually,
all the steps are combined into a
whole dance. The second hour is a
free-fo- r
all dance party.
At the first meeting, held, in
Mackey Hall in Westminister

1

McBride on identity

aeri-als.a-

nd

be."
The "Swing Nights" have received rave reviews from students.
"I've always wanted to learn how
to swing dance," said Naomi Kresge
'01, "But I've never had the opportunity. I love it!" "Let's Dance" offers students a welcome change of
pace from the normal weekend routine. "It's different," said Hershoff.
"It's not your typical music. It's not
your typical dance. It's just not your
typical Friday night. ;
The next dance will be a field trip
to a swing dance in downtown
Wooster on Oct. 22. Tickets for the
dance are $7, which will feature a
jazz band from Cleveland. For

more information, call Erik
McLaughlin, ex. 3137, or Dana
Schrum, ex. 4213.

Who put the bop in the bop she bop?
It beats the hell out of us. But even more perplexing is the question, who sent the members of the Voice editorial board single, anonymous slice of Lowry American cheese in campus last Monday? The
cheese was received in plain white envelopes with cute little phrases
across the back like "Meow, meow, meow," "I was once a man," "You
can't handle the cheese," and more. Some of us threw it out. Some
ate it (it was still cool when received), some threw it like a Frisbee.
Others put it under their pillow for the cheesy joke fairy.
Despite the lighthearted nature of the prank, we regret to say we
must bring this matter to the campus Judicial Board and press charges.
Think before you act. Just as acts of racial, religious and sexual
intolerance will not be tolerated, this attempt at humor traumatized
one of our members, who is violently lactose intolerant.

. . .

Author, journalist and musician James McBride
was the featured speaker at the Wooster Forum
tuesday night. McBride, author of "The Color of
Water: A Black Man's Tribute to His White
Mother," spoke of the importance of love, God and
identity. Here are some excerpts from his speech:
"If you want to be succesful in life, sit down and
figure out what you really like to do. What do you
like to do in your free time?"
"It's wrong to expect anyone to walk around with
guilt because their ancestors did something wrong."
"What have I done today, yesterday, five minutes ago to make the world a better place?"
"People need to learn how to work within the
larger context of society figure out how you're
going to melt into larger society."

-

Church House, Katie Hershoff '00
and Cameron Bonner '01 taught the
Six Count East Coast Swing. "The
six count is the basic swing dance
that most people start out with," said
Hershoff. "The East Coast is a very
upbeat dance. There's lots of movement, lots of energy with all the
jumps. It's a very animated
dance." Hershoff said she loves
everything about swing dancing.
"I'm from Chicago, so we'd go out
to the clubs. I love the clothes, the
music, it was just a really welcoming atmosphere. It's not like most
clubs where you go to dance and
people try to pick you up," she
added. "When a guy asks you to
dance, he wants to dance."
Word about "Let's Dance" is
spreading quickly around campus.

The group has already almost outgrown its home in Mackey Hall. "I
wish I had gone," said Heidi
Buffington '00. "I hope it continues in the future so I can go and
practice for Winter Gala!"
Schrum said she thinks the group
can only grow, and has a number of
ideas planned for the future. "We'd
like to have a professional jazz band
come play on campus sometime and
hold another event like Gala. I also
think it would be good to have some
'professional teachers come to
show off a little, to show people
how much fun dancing can really

DELTA THETA PSI
2nd Rush
Monday, October 18
7 p.m.
Holden Basement Lounge
All Women Welcome
J
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Wall Street comes to Wooster: student day traders

Playing the stock market is a high stakes game for many as popularity of online trading grows
SlDHARTH NARANG

Staff Writer
While most students were preparing to go back to school, some were
glued to their computer screens and
hanging on to every bit of information they could possibly extract from
the internet Umair Aziz '00, a Computer Science major at The College
of Wooster, is among this growing
community of part time online investors at college campuses across
the United States. So what is all this
excitement about?
This is the day millions of computer professionals have been eagerly waiting for. Red Hat Linux has
scheduled its IPO, (Initial Public
Offering) for today. With One click
of a button, Aziz's application to buy
an undisclosed amount of shares at
$ 1 4 is accepted. Four hours later and
$300 richer, Aziz decides to sell off
his stake as the price begins to slip.
Aziz is perhaps one of several
success stories being told on college

campuses across the country. Recent this information was only available
"Perhaps, the most important reasurveys show that online trading is to financial analysts at established son why most college students like
transforming investment trends in brokerage firms. And besides, why "me prefer to invest online is the ease
the United States. In a short span of should a studentinvestor like me of acceptance at these online tradone and a half years, the number of pay for a broker's advice which ing sites. With a minimum balance
households with online trad- of $2,000, I can open an acing accounts has tripled to "The dynamics
count, where as if I was to go
online trading
a firm like Merrill Lynch, I
nearly 6.3 million. And an inlove to
are incredibly addictive,
credible 10 of these inveswould have to have a mini
the game
mum balance of $100,000 to
tors are under 25 years of age. every minute
"Online trading is replacing
receive constancy from their
the full service traditional brokercan't even beat the market?," he analysts etc.," says Aziz.
In most cases, this new breed of
age, in a big way," says Rahim
adds.
Dr. Gail Greenfield, a professor
Bhayani '02, the vice president of
collegeonline investors, trade in
Jenny's Investment Club at the Coltech stocks. "It is the most exhilaof Business Economics at the College. "There are several factors lege , agrees that online trading does rating experience to wait and watch
which account for this turnaround. have its benefits. "Reduced cost of a tech I.P.O surge in the market. On
For example, I can have access to trading is perhaps a key advantage", the other hand, when the prices
information crucial to investing decomments Dr Greenfield. For as crash, it can be the most devastatlittle as eight dollars, an investor can ing experience," says Aziz. "Its
cisions at the click of a button.
At Schwab (one of the leading buy or sell stocks. This is a huge revolutionized things for me beonline trading firms), I can access savings compared to trading with a cause I can constantly maintain my
S&P figures, stock research from traditional brokerage firm, which portfolio without affecting my academics," says Tim Peter '02, who
Credit Suisse First Boston, etc. all may charge over $100 per transacfor a minimum transaction cost of tion, depending on the size of the does all his trading before going to
bed every night.
approximately $30. Traditionally
investment and the portfolio.

of

For many students online trading
provides a platform to launch solid
careers in e commerce, investment
banking and trading. But for others
it remains an addictive game, which
can pave paths to quick riches. "The
dynamics of online trading are incredibly addictive and I love every
minute of the game." Peter avows.
--
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"Something's Afoot" in Freedlander Theatre
Molly McKinney & Katie Huber

Voice Staff
The scene: 1935 England. Seven
guests are invited to a weekend getaway in a mansion on an island.
What begins as leisurely fun turns
into mayhem when a heinous crime
is committed. The party is left to
catch the crazed culprit when a ferocious storm strands them with no
hope of escape.
So whodunit? Was it the butler?
The saucy maid? The grippy caretaker? Or perhaps it was one of the
sketchy guests. The greedy nephew,
perhaps? Or the young ingenue lovers? Maybe it was the bumbling colonial? The refined socialite? The
kindly doctor? Or possibly the
snoop? Whatever the
case may be, humor and intrigue
combine with song and dance in the
ever-questioni-

e.

ng

musical comedy "Something's
Afoot."
One of the production's biggest
draws is the advanced technical nature of the special effects. Douglas
Weed "01, who plays the kindly Dr.
Greyburn, notes, "realistically, this
play has more special effects than
some movies."
Director Kim Vaughn went as far
to say, "we are concerned for the
safety of the actors. If one of the
actors is out of position, it could
prove disastrous."

Jennifer Boring

'02,

medic acting "easier than other
shows in some ways. It's very light
handed. You can come to rehearsal
and just have fun with it."
Laura Wagner '01 , who entertains
with her role as Lettie the maid,
shares the sentiment with the rest of
the cast. "I like doing comedy and
making people laugh."
The audience will definitely find
themselves entertained by this production. Being allowed to let
loose and have fun with the play
is evident in the ingenious character portrayals of the cast.
Cara Weiser '02 enjoys playing
the role of socialite Lady Manley-Prow"I like my character's
main number, where I get to let it
all loose."
Sean Jeffries '01 likes his role
as Geoffrey, the young ingenue opposite Hope, because "he's the only
one not invited to the party, so he
throws a twist in the play." Vaughn
has enjoyed working with the talented cast, referring to them as "a
very strong and good group of
people."
The theme of fun echoes throughout the cast, who experienced a universal enjoyment in working on this
play. Michael Wood "02 found playing the Butler to be "exciting and
enjoyable."'- Jefferies finds the play to be ""a ,
lot of fun. I've been having a really
good time.".
Providing the music for the cast
is the hard working pit orchestra,
under the direction of Dr. Jeffery
Lindberg. "I've enjoyed being in
the pit for this production. It's been
a lot of fun," says pit percussionist
Dan Ayer '02.
Working together, the cast, crew
and pit have put together a show that
is not to be missed. Show times are
Friday Oct. 15 and Saturday Oct 16
at 8:15 p.m. and Sunday Oct. 17 at
2 p.m.
Tickets are still available for the
Sunday show, and can be reserved
through Freedlander Box Office. If
you want to see the show, call soon.
Tickets are going fast.

-

"

photo by Ben Spieldener
Clay Drinko, Laura Wagner, Jessica DeFrange and Sean Jeffries get to the bottom of things.

Traditionally, the Wooster theatre
to work with a smaller cast. It's a polish the show. "Because Parents'
Weekend is a week earlier this year, department chooses a musical prolot more concentrated and enjoyable." Weed adds, "It's like getting it has been a rushed process, and duction every other year. This year
is unique in that the musical is a
everyone has worked very hard,"
a bunch of people you know tocomedy. Many of the actors have
says Vaughn.
gether and putting on a show."
Boring adds, "the cast caught on found "Something's Afoot" to be a
Other cast members also noted the
good choice.
closeness of the group. "I feel
Jessica Defrange '02, who plays
like we've really gotten close," "This has been
really good
the snoop. Miss Tweed, has ensays Susan Park 02 who plays
love,
joyed the comedic challenge of the
J m because
the young ingenue, Hope. Enc h
.
production. "This has been a re
Pilko 03, playing the role of character acting,
ally good show for me because I
Nigel, the nephew, is the only
have lot freedom
first-yelove character acting, and I feel
in the cast. Pilko says
(o
Jessica that
I have a lot of freedom just to
he is "honored to be working
)
UZ.
be funny."
with such talented people. It's
Clay Drinko '02, playing the
interesting being the new guy,
but everyone has been really warm quickly considering they had a lot role of the caretaker, Flint, says,
to learn in a short period of time." "I'm glad the theatre department is
and accepting."
The hard work has paid off, and the doing something funny. It's a reThe cast and crew have been under a tight schedule, working every cast and crew are ready to show the ally fun show to work on." Matsos
agrees with Drinko, and finds co- night for five weeks to learn and audience the results.

the

production's stage manager, agrees,
and adds "this is the most techni-

cally difficult show I've ever
worked on." But it all proves worthwhile to create the stunning effects
of the final product.
The production is also notable for

a

f

its small cast of only 10
peopleThere are more crew members and directors than there are cast
members," notes Weed. Although
the size of the cast led a lot of talented performers to be cut at the
audition stage, it proved to be an
asset for the final selected group.
Chris Matsos 00, playing the role
of Colonel Gilworth, finds it "nice'
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CD Review

Etheridge gets to the point Parents 'Weekend

Dan Shortridge

coreesponding critic

If there were any justice in this world, Melissa
Etheridge would by now be the Poet Laureate of the
United States. The
model for the world is not so much a mere musician, but a poetess who puts life and unrivaled energy
directly into her words, and performs her works with
a strikingly beautiful force.
After a lengthy hiatus, she's done it again. Last
week's debut of "Breakdown" should be enough to
convince even the most hardboiled of skeptics that
Etheridge has what it takes, now and forever. The
collection is the product of the past three years,
during which has been out of the public eye.
She's spent most of her.time taking a
break with her family. Partner Julie Cypher and children Bailey (age 2) and Beckett (10 months) are
Etheridge's new inspiration and focus. "I'm angry at
the world because it's not perfect," she told The Advocate. "I wondered how I was going to explain when
my children ask why some people think it's wrong
that Julie and I are together."
The album itself "is about the breakdown of the train
llIUl liau
vrui
lung, 01 iuiu m. auugucissw.
d
"I just needed to start all over again." Her most
songs are "Breakdown" and "Angels Would
Fall." Both songs are wonderful examples of
power, with her trademark
k
Etheridge's
throaty voice raising more questions than the lyrics
rockstar-mother-lesbian-activist-r-

ole

14-so-
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much-deserv- ed
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heavily-promote-

folk-roc-

can answer.

But the keystone of the album is "Scarecrow," her
tribute to the life and death of Matthew Shepard, the
Wyoming college student brutally beaten and killed last
year because he was gay. Since coming out in 1993 at
one of President Clinton's inaugural celebrations,
Etheridge has been one of the most visible and energetic activists for gays and lesbians, even once posing
nude in an advertisement with Cypher.
"Scarecrow" hits many private chords while still taking a shot at the political process: "Showers of your
crimson blood seep into a nation Calling up a flood
of narrow minds who legislate Thinly veiled intolerance, bigotry and hate. They tortured you and burned
you," she sings to Shepard, who was found by a bicyclist who at first mistook his body for that of a scarecrow tied to a fence. "They beat you and they tied
you, they left you cold and breathing For love they
crucified you ... I can forgive, but I will not forget ..."
Also resounding in the private sphere are the lyrics
of "Mama, I'm Strange," an intensely personal description of what life is like for gay and lesbian youth. "They
said just have a ball Just be a Barbie doll," Etheridge
sings. "I'm going insane They want me to change."
For 10 years, the core of Etheridge's success has been
her ability to mesh her personal and political worlds.
Though one can't help but wish that such promise didn't
have to come along with incredible pain,"Breakdown" is
another testament to her boundless power.
Etheridge takes the stage this Saturday at Akron's
concert. She'll be back in
Civic Theatre at a sold-othe area on November 12 in Columbus.
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Joe Anderson

Staff Writer
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(1:30), 4:30, 7:10,9:45
(11:50, 2:25), 5:00, 7:40,-10:25

"For Love of the Game" follows
Detroit Tigers' pitcher Billy Chapel
(Kevin Costner) through the final
game of a lackluster season. The
veteran pitcher is
devastated by the news that he will
be traded after the year and that his
girlfriend of five years is leaving
him and moving to London.
On this night, as he journeys to
the loneliest spot in the world, the
pitching mound of Yankee Stadium,
he will be pitching against time, age
and according to the film, the best
team in the American League.
However, if you think these ingredients add up to just another sports
movie, think again.
forty-year-o-
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Improv comedy that might offend your parents.
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"Boehroer FamU Jugglers'

r,
family combines their hobbies into a
juggling, balancing and acrobatic event.
It's goin'g to be" an amazing showf
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Enjoy accoustical, guitar 0 candelight.
9-p.m. Mom's Track Stop
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Love and baseball mix well
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Pop, Ra, and A
A postive blend of R&B,
Cappella, They've performed on the same mge as President and Mrs. George Bush, British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, General Colin Powell and Muhammed ALL '
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Movie Review

Cinemark
3)
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"The Word"

ut

Beginning Friday at

Fight Club (R)
The Story of Us (R)
Blue Streak (PG-1Double Jeopardy (R)
Drive Me Crazy (PG-1For Love of the
Game (PG-1Random Hearts (R)
Superstar (PG-1The Sixth Sense (PG-1Three Kings (R)

FRIDAY. OCtFiS

Sorry, no passes.
) Sat and Sun matinee only

Looking for a great treat for Halloween this year???
Think Cinemark
Movie Dollars!!!! These can be purchased at the box
office & used at the concession stand
the
andor the box office
perfect treat for movie fans.

For complete listings any time, call

345-875- 5.
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This film has something for everyone. As Chapel takes the mound
in the first inning, flashbacks take
the audience back five years to the
day when he met Jane Aubrey
(Kelly Preston). With each new inning, there is another memory, each
one dealing with Billy and Jane's
relationship. The movie's
game and love story are intertwined,
and each storyline has its own apfive-ye-

ar

peal.
As the game's ninth inning approaches, the viewer is stuck in their
seat in anticipation of what will happen next. When the game ends, the
audience wonders if Chapel will win
back the love of his life or lose her
forever. The endings to both plot

lines are quite emotional, even

Survivor Support System

A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For assis
tance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Susan Clayton
Richard Figge
Pam Frese
Shila Garg

Hygeia
Kauke 3
Kauke 238
Kauke 8
Taylor 106

Ext 2319
Ext 2565
Ext. 2307
Ext 2256
Ext 2586

Shidpnts mav also contact the College counselors at Ext 2319 or the
Campus Minister at Ext 2558. To report an assault contact the Wooster
or Security at 'ExtTSW.
l(emergencie's) or
City Police at
9-- 9'l

264-333- 3;

Although both aspects of the
movie proved enjoyable, one could
not help but notice how perfect the
setting for the ballgame was. Yankee Stadium, the "House that Ruth
Built," has been home to some of
the greatest teams and players in the
history of baseball. In the past 17
months, two perfect games have
been thrown at the historic field,
adding to the stadium's already legendary history. It would have been
an injustice to set this movie anywhere else. Baseball fans and fans
of its history will understand the
setting's importance at the end of the
film.

Kevin Costner has made some
bad movies over the past few years.

"Waterworld" and "The Postman"
come to mind, however, in "For
Love of the Game" he returns to
what he does best. It is his third
baseball movie, and although not as
good as "Field of Dreams" ( perhaps
his best overall film), it is better than
"Bull Durham." Although billed as
a movie about baseball, it is really a
romance, despite the fact that the
ballgame may be the most interesting part of the movie.
However, this is not to say that it
wasn't a good romance, because it
clearly was. The way the stories are
intertwined and the way they are
presented make "For Love of the
Game" a must see.

Sports
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slump

Soccer hopes to rebound from seven-gam- e
Luke

Lidberg
Editor-Ii-Chi-

ef

Wooster hasn't gotten off the

schnide in a long, long time.
One thing should occur to the Scot
soccer fan. however, before passing
team. There's
judgment on the
only a couple of upperclassmen who
are actually on the roster. Seriously.
In fact, not one senior has played
a full four seasons with the varsity
squad. Leaders are hard, very hard,
to come by on this team. Galen-Mille'00 is the only four-yethe squad. Adam Evans
on
player
'01 is in his third year under Ford.
Beyond that, finding a leader on this
squad is like finding a pitcher with
an ERA under 19 on the Indians
2-8-

staff.

So before we chastise Ford and
his kids (literally), look at what they
have. Loaded with talent, the Scots
are short on leaders.
Riding a huge losing streak into
g
what appeared to be a
never-endin-

catacomb of despair, the Scots

limped into Springfield for a match
with NCAC rival Wittenberg on
Oct. 2.
Despite a Kurtis Dilyard '03 goal,
however, the Scots failed to tame the
Tigers, losing 1 and dropping their
NCAC record to
Wittenberg opened the scoring
4--

0-2- -1.

The-Sco-

1

away.

" '

Dilyard's goal, on an assist from
Chad Spurgeon '02, kept the Scots
from getting the goose egg.
Marietta was in line to next take

-2

ar

goal of the game.
The scoring would remain dormant, however, throughout most of
ts
actually
the second half
managed some scoring opportunities in the half, while continuing to
maintain a solid defensive stand
against the nationally ranked Bishops.
It really was one of the best games
the Scots have played all year.
With nine minutes remaining,
however, the Bishops were awarded
a penalty kick on a debatable handball in the Scot box. Firing a shot
past Wegner, Bishop Chris Hayes
gave Wesreyan a commanding 0
lead.

with a goal with 15:08 remaining in
the first half. The second half then
proceeded to get ugly. Really ugly.
The Tigers scored three goals within
a 6 minute span to put the game

It hasn't been pretty lately for the
Fighting Scot' soccer team. In fact,

'

...

t

advantage of the Scots' youth,

pounding them in an ugly 1 match
this week. The first half hour of the
contest went well. Playing solid defense, Wooster kept the Pioneers off
6--

r

the scoreboard. Unfortunately,

2--

Marietta scored twice right before
the half to take a 0 lead into the
break.
Once again, a slew of goals
plagued the Scots in the second half.
In a 16 minute time span. Marietta
scored three more goals to increase
A lone Chris
their lead to
Templeman '01 goal put the Scots
on the board but it was not nearly
enough. The Pioneers added another
goal to add the whipped topping to
an already sweet victory.
Finally, after six straight losses,
2--

Ml"

The Scots were supposed to
match up with the Allegheny
Gators yesterday at Carl Dale

5-- 0.

photo by Ben Spieldenner
Kurtis Dilyard '03 breaks free from several Marietta players.
.

Although they have slid to 25th
in the nation this year, the Bishops
still know how to play some ball.
To defend against the Bishop attack.
Ford went with a solid defensive
strategy, surrendering some offensive weapons and boxing in a number of defenders to help keep the

Wooster got to travel to Ohio

Wesley an to end their week. Just what

the doctor ordered. A match against
the defending national champions,
who last year looked more like an
English League Premier team than an
NCAC powerhouse.

Bishops off the board.
For a while it worked. Unfortunately, it didn't work all the time.
despite
Wesley an wot the game
the return of Wooster keeper Adam
Wegner '01 in the net.
At the 30:34 mark of the first
half the Bishops added their first
2-- 0,

continues
With four underclassmen earning
honors last year,
Wooster field hockey was supposed
to be good; but no one dreamed they
would be this good. "Our goal was
to be third in the conference, second if we did really well," said
Jeannie Kosinski '00. But with a 4
overall record and an 1 record
in the conference, the underdogs are
suddenly looking like a dream team.
All-Confere-

nce

9--

8--

This past week's performance
was just another indication that the

team has learned to play together.
The Scots beat Wittenberg a team
that had beaten them 10-- 1 on turf
in overtime on Oct.
last year
2. Emily White '02 tallied the unas- 1- -0

25-1- 0,

2--

1- -0

.

Looming
Matsos Family Restaurant
the cuisine that
inspired Socrates!
off all C.O.W. students and
faculty until the year 3000 A J).
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154 W

Liberty Street

Wooster. Ohio 44691
(3X
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Great. Desserts!
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again.
Bernardon connected only 35 seconds into the second OT to put the
game away.
The defense was lead by the intense and impressive playing and
leadership of Sarah Adams '01 and
Kate Dunne '02. "Defense played
kick ass defense this weekend and
without them we'd be nowhere,"
White said.
The key to their unexpected success lies in the "respect on and off
the field we have for our team. We
are really learning to play together,"
White continued.
"
...
.'

1

Staff Writer

The score remained tied until
Amanda Bernardon, who had
goals
scored three
once
big
up
came
point,
to that

sisted goal to give the Scots the victory. Despite being outshot
the Scots kept the game scoreless
through regulation largely due to the
superior performance of goalie Melissa Goodwin '01. Goodwin registered 12 saves in the match en
route to her fifth shutout of the year.
"Playing on turf is different, but we
are absolutely just a much better
team this year," White added.
The Scots continued their heroics the next day in a 1 double overtime nailbiter at Earlham.
The game was scoreless until
Maura Finn '00 connected to put
with 17:26 left to
Wooster up
play. But Earlham spoiled the shutout less than a minute later with a
goal.
game-tyin- g

Make sure to take a nap on Friday, Oct 22 so
you can stay up late with The Fighting Scot
basketball team. Midnight Madness will
combine slam dunk contests, fan shooting
contests and tons ofprizes for those in ,
attendance. Questions? Just ask a member of
or Coach Moore.
the basketball team
W,
- - - 'i.
.

,-

-.
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h
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coaches, Liz Grote and Aimee

Seward, as well as Brenda Meese's
knowledge of the game.
The team is now shooting for first
place in the conference, a feat that
m.

A

xo

Field.
Unfortunately, the tornado that ate
up Dorothy and her little dog descended upon Wooster and cancelled the match. The game is set to
be rescheduled.
The Scots return to action tomorrow to take on Malone and hopefully break that eight game slide.
I hear at Malone that you are not
allowed to wear shorts, swear or
even eat those red hots with the cartoon devil on the side, so the Scots
. '
should fare well.
The Scots will travel to Bethany
next Wednesday.

requires beating Denison today. Not
having incredibly high expectations
has made success all that much
sweeter for the Scots.
"We have nothing to lose and all
to gain," White said.
"And it's fun!"
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Saturday: Dance Party
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The team has also profited from
the guidance of two new assistant

.

Erika Chouinard

erU
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Monday:
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2 a.m.

Sports Night

.
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11

p.m.

Monday Night Football,

WWFandWCW
Wednesday:

After Hours Cafe

10 p.M. -

1

a.m.
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looks for victory
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Football
continued from page 2
1

school record.
"I have admired Seth Mastrine
from the day he stepped on this campus," Barnes said. "He's a competitor, and his competitive juices
peaked that afternoon."
Punter Matt Mahaffey '00 was
also named to the D3Football.com
Team of the Week and USA Football Player of the Week Honor Roll.

t

1

11

:

Mahaffey averaged 41.8 yards
against Allegheny, pinning the
line
Gators inside their own
four times.
Last Saturday, the Scots continued their march to the Wittenberg
game, clobbering
foe Oberlin 71-The Yeomen are
members of the NCAC, but asked
to be removed from title contention
this year, in order to build the program under new Head Coach Jeff
Ramsay. The Yeomen have won one
game in the past three years, and
20-ya- rd
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Before fall break, the cross country teams had an impressive showing in a dual meet held at Walsh

If0 'j.

Tecklenburg '01 led the way with a
first place finish (20:08).

Third through seventh places
were earned by junior Rachel
Dawson (20:52), senior Sarah
Antel (21:35) and the first-yetrio of Devon Herl (21:48), Barar

University.
The Fighting Scots won with 23 bara Patrick (21:52) and Megan
points to Walsh's 33 points, while Eberts (21:55).
This past Friday, the cross coun- ti? iwamen ream took ix of..th
19
top seven places to win with
points to Walsh s 43 points.
The Scot men 's team placed
Yet again, Bill Huffman '02
and Evan McDaniel '03 went
eighteen teams in
o
in the five mile race
with 121 points,
Division
with times of 27:03 and 27:
where Heidelberg earned
respectively.

forth of

1 1

.

After a disappointing weekend in
Richmond, Ind.; the Wooster vol
leyball team hopes to regain the
momentum that they had before
going into this past weekend's
games. Prior to the losses the team
was tied for first place in the conference with a record of
In fact, last Tuesday, the girls
battled Case Western in a fantastic
match which resulted in a big win
for the team. Beating Case in a four
game match, the whole team exhibited excellent skill and team2-- 0.

work.

Captains Mandy Rearick '00 and
Trisha Wiles '00 had 1 5 kills each,
with Connie Piontkowski '00 and
Jen Petkovsek '02 rounding out the
stats with 26 digs and six blocks
respectively.

This game was important to
Wooster in that it was their sixth victory in their past seven gamesvand it
was a major upset over a team ranked

I

J

,

.'

. .
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This week the Scots will host
Earlham in what promises to be another laugher. Earlham finished last
year with a 8 record, and stand at
this year including a close win
on Sept. 18.
over Oberlin
2--

2--
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29-2- 7

JV Squad stuns Ml. Union:
Wooster's JV team was able to deon Oct. 4.
feat Mt. Union
Josh Strothers "03 threw one touchdown to Darryl Simmons '02 and
Rob Hooper '03 rushed f or another.
Carl Davis '03 had a key interception to deny a Mt. Union score.
13-1-

eighth in the Great Lakes region.
This past weekend, Wooster traveled to Indiana where they faced
both Earlham and Ohio Wesleyan.
In their first contest last Saturday,
the girls lost to a tough Earlham
team. Wooster 's next game was
Ohio
against a key opponent
Wesleyan. In this difficult match,
both Wiles and Rearick again provided a total of 30 kills.
Beth Moore supAlso, first-ye24 assists,
with
team
plied the
while sophomore Shelley Brown
had four solo blocks: Despite a
valiant effort, Wooster could not
pull out a win against the Bishops.
Nor could the Scots muster a win
against powerful NAIA foe Malone
on Tuesday, as Wooster dropped a
tough four set match; The game
marks the team's third consecutive
loss.
The Scots will look to resume
their winning ways when they play
both Wittenberg and Kenyon away
on Saturday afternoon.
ar

0

The women's squad finished 10th
(275) out of the 20 teams in Diviwon
sion III while Baldwin-Wallac- e
with 57 points.
The men were led by Huffman,
finishing 10th out of 118 division
III runners in 27:16. Junior Nick
Chiorian stepped up to place 19th
in

First-yea-

Brendan

r

III

Callahan (27:48), sophomore
Marty Coppola (27:55) and
senior Robert Buckley (28;06)
placed fifth, seventh and ninth,
respectively, to round out the top
five.
First-yea- r
Dan Pursel, junior

Jeff
Matt Schneider, first-yea- r
Dupra, sophomores Ryan Bates
and Jacob Ruttinger and first-yeBrad Templeman all ran strong
races to take over one minute off
of their five mile times from the
Wooster Invite.
On the women's side, Sandy
ar

first-yea-

first

(46) followed by Denison (95)
and Kenyon (109).
try teams went on to compete at the

annual Ohio Intercollegiate Championships held at Ohio Wesleyan
University in Delaware, Ohio.
This race competes the top collegiate runners from all three divisions
in Ohio.
The Scot men's team placed
fourth of 18 teams in Division III
with 121 points, while Heidelberg
earned first (46), followed by
Denison (95) and Kenyon (109).

27:31..
r
Coppola, who was 28th in 27:42.
r
Brendan Callahan,
placing 30th in a time of 27:43

and Buckley, who set a new personal record of 27:47 to earn
34th place, completed the top
five.
In
the women's race.
Tecklenburg led the way with a
5th place finish out of 3 divi
sion III runners in 20:36.
Dawson finished 38th in 20:57
and Antcl earned 65lh in 21:35.
The top five was completed by
Herl, who placed 73rd and Eberts.
who earned 84th in 2 :44 and 2 :59.
1

1

1

1

1

respectively.
The cross country teams return to
action next Saturday at the Ohio
Northern Invitational.
This will be the last meet for the
cross country teams before they gear
up to try to win their respective conference meets.
,

photo by James Allardice
,
Malone
defense for the kill.
Christan Mendenhatl '03 soars above the

al-

1
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Halite Shapiro
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The shellacking of Oberlin

lowed the Scots to pad some stats.
Wooster is currently first in the
NCAC in total defense, allowing
23 1 .5 yards per game; pass defense,
allowing a 58.6 pass rating; scoring
defense and takeaways, with 8 on
the year. After allowing 28 points
in the season opener, the Scot defense has only allowed 32 points in
the last five games.

Cross country starting to peak
Rachel Dawson

t

currently only have 30 players on
their team.
The win against Allegheny keeps
any championship hopes alive. Assuming both Wooster and
Wittenberg win all their remaining
games, the NCAC championship
will be decided the final game of the
year when the Tigers visit John P.
Papp Stadium.
"In misfortune comes blessings,"
Barnes said of the loss to Ohio
Wesleyan. "After the loss, one of
our seniors said it best: To hell with
the outcomes, everything is in how
we go about our business."
The Scots dominated in every
facet of the Oberlin game, only allowing the Yeomen to gain 20 total
yards of offense, while the Scots accumulated 530 total yards. Six different running backs carried the ball,
and four quarterbacks saw time for
the Scots. It is the first time since
1980 Wooster has recorded two
shutouts in one season.

f

n
Browse icpt.com for Spring break "2000. "
ALL Destinations offered. Trip participants,
Student Orgs and Campus Sales Reps wanted.
Fabulous parties, hotels, prices.

Call Inter-Camp-

us

800-327-60- 13

Ifyou love
we love
sports,

you! Come
write for us!

.

Call Chris at X 3024 or
Ryan at X 3576.

Erica Barxhill

the 0 rout. Meanwhile, the Terri
ers managed only one shot on goal
in the entire game. (It didn't go in.)
The abundance of goal scoring got
started right away as Wooster connected three times in the first 12
minutes of the game.
Rebecca Stinson '03 led it off
with an unassisted boot past the
Hiram keeper.
Less than a minute later, the sisters
Hulke teamed up for another. Christine '02 sent a pass from the comer of
the goal box to Stephanie '02, who
buried it in the back of the net
Six minutes after that, Jessica Bacon '03 added to the Scots' lead, and
Talley Clyde '01 connected with
17:13 to go in the period to round
out the first half scoring for Wooster.
After the break, the goals just kept
coming. Emily Cole '01 got two
goals and an assist, Erika Chouinard
'01 had a goal and an assist and Gina
Serrani '03 racked up the first assist of her college career.
In the net for Wooster, Suzanne
Lucas '03, Adrienne Walts '03 and
Roman combined for the shutout.
On Saturday, Wooster went up
Denison
against nationally-ranke- d
in another NCAC battle. The Scots
hung tough and played well, but fell
7--

Managing Editor

The team that just kept on rolling
hit a couple of bumps last week but
kept the momentum going.
The women's soccer team, currently ranked 8th in the region in the
latest NSCAA weekly poll, was
handed its first defeat in nine games
in a close shutout match at Allegheny on Oct. 2.
The Scots outshot the Gators 13-- 6
on the day but came out on the
score.
short end of a
Unfortunately for Wooster, there
was joy in Meadville when the
Gators' Carolyn Sikora. got one
past Wooster keeper Nicole Roman '03 with 42:38 remaining in
the first half for the only goal of
the game.
Roman registered three saves on
the day, as the Scots held the Gators
to only six shots on goal.
The story was completely different when Hiram came to visit last
Thursday.
The Scots bid the Terriers a fond
welcome to the NCAC by shutting
them out. The victory was practically a scoring osgy, as six different
Scots sent one between the pipes in
1- -0

Denison did all
to the Big Red
their damage early, scoring all three
goals by the 12:28 mark in the first
half.
Wooster's first score came from
Cole with 3: 18 remaining in the period, sending the momentum into
the locker room with the Scots.
Wooster kept playing hard in the
second period, and Megan Klene
'03 sent a long kick into the top corner of the net with 7:43 left in the
game to bring the Scots within one
goal.
But that was where the score
would stay. Roman racked up three
saves on the day and the Wooster
defense held Denison to only six
shots on goal.
Said Cole of the loss, "Our team
played with a great deal of heart
versus Denison. We kept shooting
until the last second of the game, and
we never let up our intensity. . . I
feel that our team played one of the
best games we have played all season against a nationally ranked
team, and I am proud of the team
regardless of the final score."
The road gets tough again on Saturday for the Scots as they host an
Ohio Wesleyan team that is ranked
third in the nation. .
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Big Red too much for Wooster
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3-- 2.
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photo by Amelia Kays
Beth Hemminger '03 attacks the ball as her teammates watch on in the fog at
Carl Dale Memorial Field during the Scots' 3-- 2 loss to Denison Saturday.

But the hoopla surrounding the
OWU game hasn't intimidated the
Scots. Stephanie Hulke said, "This
year's team is probably one of the
hardest working teams I have ever
been on and I think this has been
reflected by our record.
I think our true test will be against

OWU this Saturday and our team
knows that we are very capable of
beating one of the top teams in the
nation. There is nothing standing in
our way."
Due to the severe weather conditions last night, the game against
Kenyon was cancelled.

Wooster finally beats Allegheny, destroys Oberlin
Allardice

James

Editor-In-Chi-

ef

Seth Mastrine '01 seemingly
ended 14 years of

single-handed-

ly

heartache for the Scots. The Scots
0
on Oct.
defeated Allegheny
10 for their first win over the Gators
since 1985. Mastrine's interception
in the end zone in overtime, the last
of his four interceptions on the day,
sealed the win.
It wasn't the prettiest football
game Head Coach Jim Barnes has
ever seen. But after two straight
losses among 12
years of
consecutive losses, Barnes didn't
care. A win is a win.
"It's always tough when a team
seems to have a stranglehold on
you," Barnes said. "But we set a
new benchmark with this win. My
greatest satisfaction is for our seniors. They will graduate having
beat every team we've played at one
point or another."
Despite five turnovers in the first
58 minutes of the game, and seven
13-1-

one-poi-

nt

total, Allegheny still managed to
hold a lead until the waning moments of regulation. The Scots
weren't much more careful with the
ball, with four turnovers on the day.
This year's game was a stark contrast to last year's high scoring affair. In last year's
defeat to the Gators, both teams
combined for 79 points and nearly
1,000 total yards. But this year, both
teams were plagued by turnovers,
sloppy play and lost opportunities.
"I think that's attributal to two of
the better defenses in the league
going at each other," Barnes said.
"As a result of the stingy defenses,
the offenses tried to do too much and
that resulted in turnovers."
The Scots were kept off the
scoreboard in the first half, throwing away scoring opportunities with
missed field goals of 34, 38 and 44
yards. The Gators scored after the
Scots were flagged for roughing the
heart-wrenchi-

ng

kicker, keeping the Gator drive
alive. Following the penalty, Al

legheny quarterback Scott Neill

connected with Matt Majocka for a
touchdown pass.
The Scots chipped into the Gator
lead in the third quarter, with Joe
field goal.
Zombek's '01
But Allegheny responded with a
field goal later in the period.
would remain 10-- 3 until
score
The
mark of the fourth
the
quarter.
The Scot defense forced a punt
with 2:30 left in the game, and the
offense took over at the Gator
line.
Despite finishing only
for 120 yards, quarterback Justin
Abraham '01 was instrumental in
drive. On
the game-tyin- g
Abraham was able to connect
with wide receiver Reggie Ray '00
for eight yards and a first down.
Later in the drive, Abraham found
Ray again for 26 yards, moving the
line.
ball to the Gator
With just over a minute left, Kyle
53- Mueller '02 capped the
38-ya- rd

29-ya- rd

19-ya- rd

two-minu-

te

47-ya- rd

16-of-- 44

third-and-seve- n,

12-ya- rd

7-pl- ay,

scamper
yard drive with a
Scots
All
the
zone.
end
the
into
needed was a successful extra point
attempt, and they would stay alive
to see overtime.
Zombek made Scot fans forget
Ben Arnold's '00 struggles last year,
and his own struggles earlier in the
day, tying the game at 10. As the
two teams went to overtime, Allegheny won the coin toss and chose to
give the Scots the ball first. The
Gator defense was able to stifle the
Scot offense, not allowing a first
down.
Zombek lined up for a
field goal, but after a motion penalty the Scots were moved back five
yards. Despite the' penalty, Zombek
field
was able to make the
goal, matching his career long.
Allegheny then had the opportunity to win the game. If the Gators
could find the end zone, the game
x
would be over. But on
from the Wooster 21 yard line,
12-ya- rd

37-ya- rd

42-ya- rd

--

Neill looked to end the game.

Field Hockey

Cross Country

Women's Soccer

FrL Malone 4 p.m. (H)
Wed. Bethany 4 p.m. (A)

Thur. Denison 4 p.m. (A)
Sat. Kenyon 11 a.m. (H)

Sat. Ohio Northern Invitational (A)

Sat. Ohio Wesleyan

r

Sat Earlham 1:30p.m. (H)

added another interception last

weekend against Oberlin, and is currently fifth in Division III, with
seven on the season. With one more
interception, Mastrine will set a new

second-and-si-

Men's Soccer

Football,

Mastrine intercepted Neill's pass in
the back of the end zone, securing
the Scot victory.
"We felt prepared for their
schemes," Barnes said. "But Seth
went out there and made plays. He
was incredibly opportunistic."
Will Schober '00 has stepped in
for the injured Brock Wanless exceptionally, gaining 125 yards on 25
carries against the Gators. Mueller
carried the ball nine times for 51
yards and the tying touchdown.
Mastrine's performance earned
him NCAC Defensive Player of the
Week honors. He was also named
to the D3Football.com Team of the
Week and USA Football Player of
the Week Honor Roll. Mastrine

1

p.m. (H)

Please see FOOTBALL,
page 11

Volleyball
Sat. WittenbergKenyon 1 p.m. (A)
Wed. Allegheny 7 p.m. (A)

